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Abstract Delta-oriented programming (DOP) is a flexible approach to the implementation
of software product lines (SPLs). Delta-oriented SPLs consist of a code base (a set of delta
modules encapsulating changes to object-oriented programs) and a product line declaration
(providing the connection of the delta modules with the product features). In this paper,
we present a core calculus that extends DOP with the capability to switch the implemented
product configuration at runtime. A dynamic delta-oriented SPL is a delta-oriented SPL
with a dynamic reconfiguration graph that specifies how to switch between different feature
configurations. Dynamic DOP supports also (unanticipated) software evolution such that at
runtime, the product line declaration, the code base and the dynamic reconfiguration graph
can be changed in any (unanticipated) way that preserves the currently running product,
which is essential when evolution affects existing features. The type system of our dynamic
DOP core calculus ensures that the dynamic reconfigurations lead to type safe products and
do not cause runtime type errors.
1 Introduction
A software product line (SPL) is a family of software systems with well-defined commonal-
ities and variabilities that are developed by (re)using common artifacts (Pohl et al. [2005]).
Many industries have successfully adopted an SPL development approach for building fam-
ilies of related systems with better quality, shorter time-to-market, and lower production
costs. Modern software systems tend to be extremely long-lived. Hence, they have to evolve
to meet changing user requirements or resource constraints over time. To remain opera-
tional over long periods, these systems additionally need to be designed to adapt at runtime
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due to both reconfiguration and evolution. Conventional (static) SPLs fail to provide mecha-
nisms for addressing these new requirements. Dynamic software product lines (Hallsteinsen
et al. [2008], Capilla et al. [2014]) focus on engineering adaptive systems using a dedicated
variability model describing all possible configurations a system may adapt to at runtime.
Delta-oriented programming (DOP) (Schaefer et al. [2010], Bettini et al. [2013b]) is a flex-
ible approach for implementing SPLs that has so far only been used to implement variability
which is bound before compile-time. In this paper, we present dynamic DOP to realize run-
time variability and evolution based on DOP. We provide a formal foundation for dynamic
DOP together with a type system ensuring the type safety of dynamic reconfiguration.
A delta-oriented SPL consists of a code base comprising a set of delta modules and
a product line declaration linking delta modules to the product features (Schaefer et al.
[2010]). A delta module encapsulates modifications to an object-oriented program. A par-
ticular product in a delta-oriented SPL is generated by applying the modifications contained
in the suitable delta modules to a core program that, without loss of generality, can always
be assumed to be empty (Schaefer and Damiani [2010]). A dynamic delta-oriented SPL
adds to these a dynamic reconfiguration graph defining which configurations the system
can adapt to at runtime and describing how existing objects need to be reconfigured in case
they are instances of classes changed by the reconfiguration. To mitigate the runtime over-
head caused by reconfiguration, it would be desirable that existing objects are reconfigured
on demand only when their fields are accessed or a method is called upon them. Besides
reconfiguration at runtime by changing the currently enabled features, dynamic DOP also
supports unanticipated evolution by introducing or removing products from the product line
and modifying the implementation of existing products. This evolution can be carried out at
runtime relying on similar principles as reconfiguration at runtime.
In summary, the contributions of this work are as follows:
– we extend DOP to model dynamic SPLs;
– we define a core calculus that formalizes the operational semantics of dynamic DOP
runtime reconfiguration and evolution and that supports lazy object reconfiguration;
– we provide a type system for the dynamic DOP core calculus ensuring that dynamic
reconfiguration and evolution leads to type safe products and does not cause runtime
type errors.
It is worth observing that the dynamic reconfiguration graph, which is the novel program-
ming construct introduced in this paper, is decoupled from the structure of the code base
(i.e., from delta modules). So it could be used in connection with other approaches for im-
plementing SPLs, like, e.g., Feature-oriented programming (FOP) (Batory et al. [2004],
Ka¨stner et al. [2008])—we refer to Schaefer et al. [2012] for a survey on approaches for
implementing SPLs.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces dynamic DOP by means of
examples. Section 3 recalls the core calculus for DOP called IF∆J (Bettini et al. [2013b]).
Section 4 presents syntax, type system, operational semantics, and type soundness of the
core calculus for dynamic DOP called IFD∆J. Section 5 discusses related work. Section 6
concludes by outlining possible directions for future work. The appendix contains the proofs
of the main results.
Preliminary versions of the material presented in this paper appeared in (Damiani and
Schaefer [2011], Damiani et al. [2012b]). This paper contains new and improved explana-
tions and examples, more details of the formalization, and the proofs of the main results.
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Fig. 1 Feature model for the Bank PL
2 Dynamic Delta-Oriented Programming
To illustrate dynamic delta-oriented programming, we introduce an example of a simple
product line of programs for supporting the activities of a bank, which we will call the
Bank PL. The example aims at illustrating the main concepts of dynamic delta-oriented
programming, rather than at providing a realistic product line case study. We use a feature
model as variability model for illustrative purposes for our example as presented in Figure 1.
A feature model is a compact representation of all permissible configurations of an SPL that
describes configurable functionality on a conceptual level in terms of features that can be
selected or deselected: an optional feature (hollow circle) may be selected or deselected and
a mandatory feature (filled circle) has to be selected. The root feature of a feature model is
implicitly regarded as being mandatory. Furthermore, if a child feature is selected, then its
parent feature has to be selected as well. In addition, cross-tree constraints (dashed arrows)
may be used to specify the dependency of one on another. A valid product of a feature model
obeys all configuration rules imposed by the feature model and its cross-tree constraints.
Both our example SPL and the IFD∆J core calculus presented in Sections 3 and 4 use a
JAVA-like syntax. In order to improve readability, in the example we use a richer syntax,
including void, the primitive types int and boolean, arrays, the shortcut syntax for opera-
tions on strings, conditional and loop statements, and the sequential composition. Encoding
in IFD∆J syntax is straightforward—see Bettini et al. [2013b] for examples. The products
in the Bank PL represent the actual configurations a concrete bank can decide to operate
in. These configurations are described as the set of selected features Basic, Flex, Delete and
Log. The feature Basic is mandatory and comprises the fundamental functionality of a bank:
the ability to execute commands (by means of a class Controller) like creating a new ac-
count (by means of a class AccountScanner), retrieving an account, updating the balance of
an account and deducting the transaction fee. The feature Flex is optional and provides the
functionality for managing an arbitrary number of accounts. The feature Delete is optional
and provides the functionality for deleting an account. The feature Log is also optional and
ensures that all the operations performed on an account are logged. In addition, the feature
Log requires the presence of the feature Delete.
A dynamic delta-oriented product line consists of a code base, a product line declaration
and a dynamic reconfiguration graph, which we describe in the rest of this section.
2.1 Product-Line Code Base
When using DOP for SPL development, a product line code base consists of a set of delta
modules, which are containers for a sequence of modifications to an object-oriented pro-
gram. The modifications may add, remove or modify classes. Modifying a class means
to change its super class, to add or to remove fields or methods or to modify methods.
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The modification of a method can either replace the method body by another implemen-
tation, or wrap the existing method using the original construct (similar to the Super()
call in AHEAD (Batory et al. [2004])). The original construct expresses a call to the
method with the same name before the modifications and is bound at the time the product
is generated. Before or after the original construct, other statements can be introduced to
wrap the existing method implementation. In addition to proactive product line development
(building a product line entirely anew), DOP also supports extractive product line develop-
ment (Krueger [2002]), starting from an existing legacy product (Schaefer and Damiani
[2010]).
Listing 1 contains the code base for the Bank PL. The delta module DBasic intro-
duces, by modifying the empty program, the code of (what we assume to be) an existing
legacy product, realizing the feature Basic. The feature Basic is implemented by the classes
Account, Bank, AccountScanner, Controller and Main.
– The class Account, which represents a bank account, contains a balance field and an
owner field, an update method for manipulating the balance, and a toString method
to produce a textual representation of the data of an account.
– The class Bank, which represents the bank, contains the field accountAt for storing
the accounts, the field next for storing the identifier of the next account to be created
(the identifier of each account is its position in the array accountAt), the field fee for
storing the fee to be charged on an account for each update operation, a method init
for initializing a Bank object after creation, a method isValid for checking whether
a given account number is valid (i.e., associated with an existing account), a method
addAccount for adding a new account (when the accountAt array is full, the new ac-
count is not added and the value -1 is returned), a method retrieveAccount to retrieve
an account from its identifier (when there is no account with such an identifier, the value
null is returned), and a method update for manipulating the balance of an account
given its identifier (when there is no account with such an identifier, the value false is
returned).
– The class AccountScanner, whose implementation details are omitted, defines a method
nextAccount, which parses the data of an account from an input stream.
– The accounts of the bank are manipulated through the class Controller, which provides
a method execute for executing the commands, represented by the strings "add" (for
adding a new account), "retrieve" (for printing the details of an existing account), and
"update" (for updating the balance of an account).
– The class Main provides a method main, which starts the application by creating a scan-
ner, an account scanner, a bank and a controller for the management of the bank ac-
counts, after which it loops forever by reading commands from the input stream and
passing them to the controller.
The delta module DFlex implements the feature Flex by modifying the class Bank. It
modifies the method init so that, when a new Bank object is initialized, the field fee is
set to 3 (a “flexible bank” requires an increased transaction fee in order to cover the costs
brought by the flexibility). It further modifies the method addAccount so that, when the
array accountAt is full, its size is doubled.
The delta module DDelete implements the feature Delete. It modifies the class Bank
by adding the method deleteAccount (for deleting an account) and modifying the method
isValid (for ensuring that deleted accounts are not valid). It also modifies the Controller
class so that the command delete is accepted.
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delta DBasic {
adds class Account {
int balance; String owner;
void update(int amount) { balance = balance + amount; }
String toString() { return owner + ":" + balance; }
}
adds class Bank {
Account[] accountAt; int next; int fee;
void init(int n) { accountAt = new Account[n]; fee = 2; }
boolean isValid(int id) { return ((0<= id) && (id<= next−1)); }
int addAccount(Account a) { if (next == accountAt.length) { return −1; } accountAt[next] = a; return next++; }
Account retrieveAccount(int id) { if (!(isValid(id))) { return null; } return accountAt[id]; }
boolean update(int id, int x) { if (!(isValid(id))) { return false; } accountAt[id].update(x−fee); return true; }
}
adds class AccountScanner ... // parses data of Account type
adds class Controller {
Scanner s; AccountScanner as; Bank b;
void init(Scanner scanner, AccountScanner accounScanner, Bank bank) { s=scanner; as=accountScanner; b=bank; }
void execute(String command) {
if (command.equals("add")) { Account a = as.nextAccount(); System.out.println(b.addAccount(a)); return; }
if (command.equals("retrieve")) { int id = s.nextInt(); System.out.println(b.retrieveAccount(id)); return; }
if (command.equals("update")) { int id = s.nextInt(); int amount = s.nextInt(); b.update(id,amount); return; } }
}
adds class Main {
void main() {
Scanner scanner = new Scanner(System.in);
AccountScanner accountScanner = new AccountScanner(System.in);
Bank bank = new Bank().init(100);
Controller controller = new Controller().init(scanner,accountScanner,bank);
while (true) { String command = scanner.next(); controller.execute(command); } }
}
}
delta DFlex {
modifies class Bank {
modifies void init(int n) { accountAt = new Account[n]; fee = 3; }
modifies int addAccount(Account a) {
if (next == accountAt.length) { Account[] newAccountAt = new Account[next∗2];
for (int i= 0; i< next; i++) { newAccountAt[i] = accountAt[i]; } }
accountAt = newAccountAt; return original(a); }
}
}
delta DDelete {
modifies class Bank {
modifies boolean isValid(int id) { return (original(id) && (accountAt[id]!=null)); }
adds boolean deleteAccount(int id) { if (isValid(id)) { accountAt[id] = null; return true; } else return false; }
}
modifies class Controller {
modifies void execute(String command) {
original(command);
if (command.equals("delete")) { int id = s.nextInt(); System.out.println(a.delete(id)); return; } }
}
}
delta DLog {
modifies class Account {
adds String log;
modifies void update(int x) { log = log + "[update:" + x + "]"; original(x); }
adds String getLog() { return log; }
}
modifies class AccountScanner ... // to initialize the field log
modifies class Controller {
modifies void execute(String command) {
original(command);
if (command.equals("getLog")) { int id = s.nextInt(); Account a = b.retrieveAccount(id); if (a == null) {
System.out.println(null); } else { System.out.println(a.getLog()); } return; } }
}
}
Listing 1: Code base of the Bank PL
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features Basic, Flex, Delete, Log
configurations Basic & (Log −> Delete)
deltas
{ DBasic }
{ DFlex when Flex, DDelete when Delete }
{ DLog when Log }
Listing 2: Declaration of the Bank PL
The delta module DLog implements the feature Log. It modifies the class Account by
introducing the field log (for recording the operations executed on the account), modifying
the update method accordingly, and adding the method getLog (for returning the log). It
also modifies the AccountScanner class to ensure that the field log is properly initialized,
and further modifies the Controller class so that the command getLog is accepted.
2.2 Product-Line Declaration
The delta modules of a product line code base describe which modifications to perform
on an object-oriented program. To specify a full SPL, it is further necessary to define which
features exist, which configurations of features are considered valid and which delta modules
are associated with which features. We allow specifying this information in a product-line
declaration. Listing 2 shows the product line declaration for the Bank PL.
In the example, the essential elements of a product-line declaration are demonstrated:
Line 1 defines the principally available features of the SPL. Line 2 represents all valid con-
figurations in terms of a propositional formula over features1. Lines 3–6 associate each delta
module with an activation condition in a when clause to specify that the delta module is only
applied if the specified features are part of the configuration.
Typically, more than one delta module must be used for the generation of a product.
However, the order in which the delta modules are applied may not be chosen arbitrarily if
multiple delta modules modify overlapping parts of the object-oriented program. To accom-
modate for that case, we allow the specification of application orders on delta modules to
state that a certain group of delta modules may only be applied after another group of delta
modules. Groups of delta modules are defined by a list of delta modules enclosed by { ..
} as presented in Listing 2, e.g., in Line 5. Within each group, delta modules may be applied
in an arbitrary order.
To obtain a product for a particular configuration, first, those delta modules are col-
lected that have a valid activation condition according to the selected features. After that,
a sequence for the delta modules is established according to the application order before
the modifications specified in the delta modules are applied incrementally according to the
established order. The first delta module is applied to the empty product. The modifications
of a delta module are applicable to a (possibly empty) product if each class to be removed or
modified exists and, for every modified class, if each method or field to be removed exists, if
each method to be modified exists and has the same signature as the modified method, and
if each class, method or field to be added does not exist. During the generation of a product,
every delta module must be applicable. Otherwise, the generation of the product fails. In
particular, if applied to the empty product, the first delta module can only contain additions.
1 It is generally not possible to enumerate all possible configurations due the sheer number in any non-
trivial SPL. However, there are other ways of representing valid configurations of an SPL, e.g., see (Batory
[2005]) for other representations.
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Listing 3 presents the product generated when all the features (Basic, Flex, Delete and
Log) are selected. Note that a method-modify operation that uses the original construct
adds a new method with a fresh name that is used (instead of original) in the body of
the modified method in the generated product. The name of the new method is denoted by
m$δ , where m is the name of the modified method and δ is the name of the delta module
that contains the method-modify operation (cf. methods update$Dlog, isValid$Delete,
addAccount$DFlex, execute$DLog and execute$DDelete in Listing 3).
2.3 Product Line Dynamic Reconfiguration Graph
Reconfiguration alters the currently active configuration by enabling or disabling certain
features to realize different functionality. A reconfiguration may be prompted manually or
by any other external event. The change of feature in the active configuration also affects
the code realizing that configuration: When reconfiguration is performed at compile time,
the respective source code has to be re-assembled and deployed. However, when reconfig-
uration is performed during runtime, not only the code has to be re-assembled but also the
objects in the heap must be updated accordingly if their respective classes are affected by
the reconfiguration. A class C is affected by a reconfiguration if it is recoded or reallocated:
– A class C is recoded if its code (or that of one of its superclasses) is changed. This means
that fields and methods may be added, removed, or modified.
– A class C is reallocated if its object instances are changed. Note that, if the reconfigura-
tion changes the value of some fields of C, then C is reallocated even if it is not recoded.
The notion of affected class (formalized in Section 4.1) will be used to avoid inconsistent
behavior: switching to the new feature configuration is enabled only if all methods that are
on the call stack have receivers whose classes are unaffected by the reconfiguration. Such
restriction applies also to those evolutions that change the implementation of individual
features. Note that the classes that are recoded and/or reallocated by a reconfiguration or
evolution can be determined statically.
The dynamic reconfiguration graph is a directed graph whose nodes are (a subset of) the
configurations and each edge is labeled by a set of object reconfiguration clauses. When two
feature configurations ϕ and ψ are adjacent in the dynamic reconfiguration graph, then it is
possible to change the feature configuration of the currently running product from ϕ to ψ .
The object reconfiguration clause that labels the edge from ϕ to ψ specifies how to recon-
figure the objects on the heap that are instances of the affected classes. An object reconfig-
uration clause OR has the following syntax
C→ C′{pre: Ay= . . .; post: Bz= . . .; this.f= z′;}
which specifies the new class C′ of an object of class C and the rearrangements of its fields in
the new configuration (each class has an implicit default constructor that is used for creating
the new object). The pre-reconfiguration assignments Ay= . . ., where A denotes a type and
y denotes a local variable, are used to retrieve (from the heap before the reconfiguration) val-
ues that are necessary for the object reconfiguration. The post-reconfiguration assignments
Bz= . . ., where B denotes a type and z denotes a local variable, take care of the proper mi-
gration from the old to new feature configuration of classes. Namely, either the content of a
variable y′ ∈ y or the address of a newly created object is assigned to each of the variables
z, whose types refer to the new configuration. Unmodified fields (i.e., fields that occur both
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class Account {
int balance;
String owner;
String log;
String toString() { return owner + ":" + balance; }
void update(int x) { log = log + "[update:" + x + "]"; update$DLog(x); }
void update$Dlog(int amount) { this.balance = this.balance + amount; }
String getLog() { return log; }
}
class Bank {
Account[] accountAt;
int next;
int fee;
void init(int n) { accountAt = new Account[n]; fee = 3; }
boolean isValid(int id) { return (isValid$Delete(id) && (accountAt[id]!=null)); }
boolean isValid$Delete(int id) { return ((0<= id) && (id<= next−1)); }
int addAccount(Account a) {
if (next == accountAt.length) { Account[] newAccountAt = new Account[next∗2];
for (int i= 0; i< next; i++) { newAccountAt[i] = accountAt[i]; } }
accountAt = newAccountAt;
return addAccount$DFlex(a); }
int addAccount$DFlex(Account a) { if (next == accountAt.length) { return −1; } accountAt[next] = a;
return next++; }
Account retrieveAccount(int id) { if (!(isValid(id))) { return null; } return accountAt[id]; }
boolean update(int id, int x) { if (!(isValid(id))) { return false; } accountAt[id].update(x−fee); return true; }
boolean deleteAccount(int id) { if (isValid(id)) { accountAt[id] = null; return true; } else return false; }
}
class AccountScanner ... // parses data of Account type
class Controller {
Scanner s;
AccountScanner as;
Bank b;
void init(Scanner scanner, AccountScanner accounScanner, Bank bank) { s=scanner; this as=accountScanner;
b=bank; }
void execute(String command) {
execute$DLog(command);
if (command.equals("getLog")) { int id = s.nextInt();
Account a = b.retrieveAccount(id);
if (a == null) { System.out.println(null); }
else { System.out.println(a.getLog()); }
return; }
}
modifies void execute$DLog(String command) {
execute$DDelete(command);
if (command.equals("delete")) { int id = s.nextInt(); System.out.println(a.delete(id)); return; }
}
void execute$DDelete(String command) {
if (command.equals("add")) { Account a = as.nextAccount(); System.out.println(b.addAccount(a)); return; }
if (command.equals("retrieve")) { int id = s.nextInt(); System.out.println(b.retrieveAccount(id)); return; }
if (command.equals("update")) { int id = s.nextInt(); int amount = s.nextInt(); b.update(id,amount); return; }
}
}
class Main {
void main() {
Scanner scanner = new Scanner(System.in);
AccountScanner accountScanner = new AccountScanner(System.in);
Bank bank = new Bank().init(100);
Controller controller = new Controller().init(scanner,accountScanner,bank);
while (true) { String command = scanner.next(); controller.execute(command); }
}
}
Listing 3: Product generated when the features Basic, Flex, Delete and Log are selected
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DeleteLogBank
DeleteBank
BasicBank
FlexDeleteLogBank
FlexDeleteBank
FlexBank
Fig. 2 Dynamic reconfiguration graph of the Bank PL (abstract graphical representation)—the gray box
highlights the part of the graph that is the same as in Fig. 4
in C and C′ with the same name and type) are copied by default and the remaining fields are
initialized to the default values associated to their type (as in JAVA). Then, the assignments
this.f= z′ allow the programmer to update the value of the (unmodified and new) fields
of the reconfigured object of class C′ by using variables z′ ∈ z. Note that the fields of C′ are
not visible in the pre-reconfiguration assignments and the fields of C are not visible in the
post-reconfiguration assignments. This makes it possible to handle reconfigurations where
C and C′ contain two fields with the same name and different types.
Empty pre: and post: clauses are omitted. If the classes C and C′ are equal, only the
name of the affected class C is written, instead of C→ C. Moreover, if C is (recoded and)
not reallocated, then the entire body {...} of the reconfiguration clause is omitted—note that
specifying the empty body has a different meaning from specifying no body (for instance, an
empty body must be specified when an object is reconfigured by dropping some of its fields
and preserving the value of the fields that are not dropped).
Each edge of the dynamic reconfiguration graph is labeled by an object reconfigura-
tion clause OR. The operational semantics (Section 4.3) uses the clause to check that the
reconfiguration associated to a given edge can be safely performed in a given state of the
computation. To prevent reconfiguration of an object while a method is currently executed
on it, an object reconfiguration clause must be present for each affected class.
Listing 4 describes the dynamic reconfiguration graph for the Bank PL (the product line
declaration is in Listing 2). The first part of the description, beginning with the keyword
nodes, declares the nodes of the graph by associating each name of a node with a distinct
configuration, e.g., FlexDeleteBank with the configuration {Basic, Flex, Delete}.
The second part of the description, beginning with the keyword edges, declares the edges
of the graph, which specify the possible runtime reconfigurations, e.g., between BasicBank
and FlexBank (and vice versa). Figure 2 depicts (an abstract graphical representation of) the
dynamic reconfiguration graph described in Listing 4.
– The edge BasicBank=>FlexBank affects the class Bank for which it contains an object
reconfiguration clause. The class Bank is both recoded (because the method addAccount
is modified) and reallocated (because the value of the fee field is changed). The real-
location is needed because a “flexible bank” requires an increased transaction fee in
order to cover the costs brought by the flexibility. This is achieved by inserting suitable
operations in the body of the object reconfiguration clause.
– The edge BasicBank=>DeleteBank affects the classes Bank and Controller. There-
fore, it contains an object reconfiguration clause for each of them. Both the classes
Bank and Controller are recoded and not reallocated. Hence, the object reconfigura-
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nodes
BasicBank = Basic;
FlexBank = Basic, Flex;
DeleteBank = Basic, Delete;
DeleteLogBank = Basic, Delete, Log;
FlexDeleteBank = Basic, Flex, Delete;
FlexDeleteLogBank = Basic, Flex, Delete, Log;
edges
BasicBank => FlexBank {
Bank { pre: int tmpFee = this.fee;
post: this.fee = tmpFee + 1; }
}
FlexBank => BasicBank {
Bank { pre: int tmpFee = this.fee;
post: this.fee = tmpFee − 1; }
}
BasicBank => DeleteBank {
Bank,
Controller
}
DeleteBank => DeleteLogBank {
Account { post: this.log = ""; },
Controller,
AccountScanner
}
DeleteLogBank => FlexDeleteLogBank {
Bank { pre: int tmpFee = this.fee;
post: this.fee = tmpFee + 1; }
}
FlexDeleteLogBank => FlexDeleteBank {
Account { },
Controller,
AccountScanner
}
FlexDeleteBank => DeleteBank {
Bank { pre: int tmpFee = this.fee;
post: this.fee = tmpFee − 1; }
}
Listing 4: Dynamic reconfiguration graph of the Bank PL
tion clauses have no body. Classes Account, AccountScanner and Main are unaffected.
Hence, there are no object reconfiguration clauses for them.
– The edge DeleteBank=>DeleteLogBank affects the classes Account, AccountScanner
and Controller and contains object reconfiguration clauses for these classes. Class
Account is both recoded and reallocated. Its object reconfiguration clause specifies that
the new field log is initialized to the empty string (the other fields, which are not changed
by the reconfiguration, are implicitly copied). Since the classes AccountScanner and
Controller are recoded (and not reallocated) their object reconfiguration clauses have
no body. Class Main is unaffected, so there is no object reconfiguration clause for it.
– The edge FlexDeleteLogBank=>FlexDeleteBank recodes and reallocates the Account
class, it recodes (but does not reallocate) classes AccountScanner and Controller, and
it does not affect classes Bank and Main. Note that the object reconfiguration clause for
the class Account has an empty body so that the log field is dropped and the other fields
are preserved.
– The remaining transitions are similar in nature to the ones described above.
A reconfiguration ϕ=>ψ is enabled when there is no running method invoked on an
instance of a class affected by the reconfiguration. As already pointed out at beginning of
Section 2.3, the switch to a new feature configuration is enabled only if all methods that are
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on the call stack have receivers whose classes are unaffected by the reconfiguration. This
condition is sufficient to enforce type soundness.
For instance, when the running product is in any configuration ϕ of the Bank PL (cf. List-
ing 4) and the first statement in the body of method main of class Main is being executed
or the statement String command = scanner.next(); in the body of the while loop of
the same method is being executed (cf. Listing 1), all the reconfigurations to any node
adjacent to ϕ in the dynamic reconfiguration graph (cf. Figure 2) are enabled. Instead,
when the method execute of class Controller is the last invoked and currently execut-
ing method, only the reconfigurations BasicBank=>FlexBank, FlexBank=>BasicBank and
DeleteLogBank=>FlexDeleteLogBank are enabled.
The core calculus for dynamic DOP (Section 4) models a lazy update of the heap so
that each object is reconfigured only if and when the running product accesses it.2 To model
lazy heap update, a queue of pending reconfiguration operations is maintained while the
heap is partitioned in regions. If there are n pending reconfiguration operations, then there
are n+1 regions (numbered form 0 to n). The 0-th region contains the objects that have not
yet been reclassified by any of the pending operations, the 1-st region contains objects that
have passed the first pending operation and so on. The n-th region contains the objects that
have passed all pending operations. When the 0-th region becomes empty, it is destroyed
and the first pending operation is removed from the queue. Whenever the running product
requires accessing an object that is not in the n-th region, all the pending reconfigurations
on the object are performed and the object is moved in the n-th region (which may in turn
imply the reconfiguration of other objects).
2.4 Evolving Dynamic Delta-Oriented SPLs
Reconfiguring an SPL means selecting a new valid configuration of features and activating
it. However, over the course of time, new or changed requirements on the SPL may cause
the SPL itself to change, e.g., by adding new features and delta modules, by deleting old
features and delta modules, or by making existing features optional or mandatory. While
this distinction of reconfiguration and evolution is essential at a conceptual level (Seidl
et al. [2014]), at the implementation level of source code, changes associated with both re-
configuration and evolution manifest as modifications of the source code, in our case during
runtime. As a consequence, the product line declaration, the dynamic reconfiguration graph,
or the code base may have to be replaced. At runtime, these artifacts can safely be replaced
if the following two conditions hold:
1. Currently running product is preserved: For the current configuration, the new code base
and the new product line declaration describe the same product (obtained by applying
the same delta modules in the same order).
2. Pending reconfigurations are preserved: In the new reconfiguration graph, the edges
associated with the pending reconfigurations/evolutions are unchanged and all the prod-
ucts reached by these edges are preserved by the new code base and the new prod-
uct line declaration. Otherwise, application of the pending reconfigurations/evolutions
would have to be performed before the update, which might take indefinite amounts of
time if a method remains on the call stack.
In the rest of this section, we illustrate three different evolution examples for the Bank PL.
2 The formalization performs the least amount of necessary updates. An implementation may choose to
follow a more eager strategy.
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BankPL
Basic Flex Delete Log Corporate
Fig. 3 Feature model for the evolved Bank PL
Example 1 Assume that the Bank PL has to evolve to meet changed or entirely new require-
ments: The features Flex and Delete are made mandatory, which consequentially discards the
products BasicBank, FlexBank, DeleteBank, and DeleteLogBank). A new optional feature
Corporate is introduced for opening a new kind of account with reduced fees, reserved to the
employees of corporations that signed an agreement with the bank, which consequentially
creates the new products FlexDeleteCorporateBank and FlexDeleteLogCorporateBank.
Adding the feature Corporate is challenging as the Bank PL was designed without foresee-
ing the possibility of having accounts of different kinds with different transaction fees. In
particular, the deduction of transaction fees which are the same for all the accounts is built
into the class Bank, which is introduced by the delta module DBasic for the feature Basic
(cf. Figure 1). The feature model of the evolved Bank PL is shown in Figure 3.
To evolve the implementation of the Bank PL, the following changes have to be made:
– Modify the code base by adding the delta modules DCorporate and DCorporateLog
as illustrated in Listing 5. DCorporate moves the logic for deducting fees from the
class Bank to the class Account, introduces the class CorporateAccount for the new
kind of account and modifies the class AccountScanner to parse corporate accounts.
DCorporateLog modifies the class Account to ensure that fees are logged.
– Modify the product-line declaration so that discarded products may no longer be created
and all new products are supported. The resulting declaration is shown in Listing 6.
– Modify the dynamic reconfiguration graph by: (i) removing the nodes for the dropped
products together with their incident edges; and (ii) adding the nodes for the new prod-
ucts and the new edges. The resulting graph is illustrated in Listing 7 and its abstract
graphical representation is presented in Figure 4. Note that, in the course of evolution,
the edge FlexDeleteLogBank=>FlexDeleteBank remains unchanged (cf. Listing 4 and
Figure 2), while the other three edges are new.
– The edge FlexDeleteBank=>FlexDeleteCorporateBank specifies that the class
Bank is both recoded and reallocated. Classes Account and AccountScanner are
recoded (but not reallocated).
– The edge FlexDeleteCorporateBank=>FlexDeleteLogCorporateBank is largely
similar to the edge DeleteBank=>DeleteLogBank in Listing 4, the only difference is
that it also contains the object reconfiguration clause for the class CorporateAccount,
which is both recoded and reallocated.
– The edge FlexDeleteLogCorporateBank=>FlexDeleteLogBank contains an ex-
ample of an object reconfiguration clause where objects are reconfigured to be
instances of a class with a different name. In particular, all objects of the class
CorporateAccount are reconfigured to new objects belonging to the class Account
due to the fact that the class CorporateAccount is dropped by the reconfiguration.
Furthermore, the change of account type is logged. The other object reconfiguration
clauses specify that the classes Account and AccountScanner are recoded (but not
reallocated).
When the running program conforms to one of the two configurations FlexDeleteBank
or FlexDeleteLogBank, both the product line declarations in Listing 2 and Listing 6 de-
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delta DCorporate {
modifies class Account {
adds void chargeFee() { balance = balance − getFee(); }
adds int getFee() { return 3; }
}
adds class CorporateAccount extends Account {
String corporation;
modifies toString() { return corporation + "," + original(); }
int getFee() { return 1; }
}
modifies class Bank{
removes int fee;
modifies void init(int n) { accountAt = new Account[n]; }
modifies boolean update(int id, int x)
{ if (!(isValid(id))) { return false; } accountAt[id].update(x); accountAt[id].chargeFee(); return true; }
}
modifies class AccountScanner ... // to parse corporate accounts
}
delta DCorporateLog {
modifies class Account {
modifies void chargeFee() { original(); log = log + "[fee:" + getFee() + "]"; }
}
}
Listing 5: Delta modules for the evolved Bank PL
features Basic, Flex, Delete, Log, Corporate
configurations Basic & Delete & Flex
deltas
{ DBasic }
{ DFlex,
DDelete }
{ DLog when Log }
{ DCorporate when Corporate }
{ DCorporateLog when Corporate & Log }
Listing 6: Declaration of the evolved Bank PL
FlexDeleteBank FlexDeleteCorporateBank
FlexDeleteLogBank FlexDeleteLogCorporateBank
Fig. 4 Dynamic reconfiguration graph of the evolved Bank PL (abstract graphical representation)—the gray
box highlights the part of the graph that is the same as in Fig. 2
scribe the same product by applying the same delta modules in the same order. Therefore,
when either there are no pending reconfigurations or the only pending reconfiguration is
FlexDeleteLogCorporateBank=>FlexDeleteLogBank3 (which is preserved), the product
line declaration, code base, and dynamic reconfiguration graph of the Bank PL can safely
evolve as described above.
3 This implies that the running program conforms to configuration FlexDeleteLogBank.
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nodes
FlexDeleteBank = Basic, Flex, Delete;
FlexDeleteLogBank = Basic, Flex, Delete, Log;
FlexDeleteCorporateBank = Basic, Flex, Delete, Corporate;
FlexDeleteLogCorporareBank = Basic, Flex, Delete, Corporate, Log;
edges
FlexDeleteBank => FlexDeleteLogBank {
Account { post: this.log = ""; },
Controller,
AccountScanner
}
FlexDeleteLogBank => FlexDeleteBank {
Account { },
Controller,
AccountScanner
}
FlexDeleteBank => FlexDeleteCorporateBank {
Account,
Bank { },
AccountScanner
}
FlexDeleteCorporateBank => FlexDeleteLogCorporateBank {
Account { post: this.log = ""; },
CorporateAccount { post: this.log = ""; },
Controller,
AccountScanner
}
FlexDeleteLogCorporateBank => FlexDeleteLogBank {
Account,
CorporateAccount −> Account { pre: String tmpLog = this.log;
post: this.log = tmpLog + "[Till now it was a Corporate Account]"; },
Bank { post: this.fee = 3; }
AccountScanner
}
Listing 7: Dynamic reconfiguration graph of the evolved Bank PL
In the previous example, the Bank PL evolved by adding features and delta modules.
The following example sketches an evolution that is performed by dropping features and
delta modules.
Example 2 Assume that the evolved Bank PL illustrated in Example 1 has to evolve further
by “disabling” the feature Log (i.e., by “disabling” any reconfiguration involving the prod-
ucts FlexDeleteLogBank and FlexDeleteLogCorporateBank) and by introducing a new
edge that specifies the direct reconfiguration from the product FlexDeleteCorporateBank
to the product FlexDeleteBank.
Whenever the running program conforms to one of the configurations FlexDeleteBank
or FlexDeleteCorporateBank and either there are no pending reconfigurations or the only
pending reconfiguration is FlexDeleteBank=>FlexDeleteCorporateBank4 (which is pre-
served), this evolution can be performed safely by modifying the dynamic reconfiguration
graph of the evolved Bank PL: The edge FlexDeleteBank=>FlexDeleteCorporateBank
is preserved and an edge FlexDeleteCorporateBank=>FlexDeleteBank is added as illus-
trated in Listing 8.
Moreover, although it is not necessary to achieve the desired behavior (cf. the explana-
tion at the beginning of the example), the following changes may be performed:
– The delta modules DLog (in Listing 1) and DCorporateLog (in Listing 5) can be dropped
from the code base.
4 This implies that the running program conforms to configuration FlexDeleteCorporateBank.
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FlexDeleteCorporateBank => FlexDeleteBank {
Account,
CorporateAccount −> Account { },
Bank { post: this.fee = 3; }
AccountScanner
}
Listing 8: Additional reconfiguration edge FlexDeleteCorporateBank=>FlexDeleteBank
introduced by evolution
features Basic, Flex, Delete, Corporate
configurations Basic & Delete & Flex
deltas
{ DBasic }
{ DFlex,
DDelete }
{ DCorporate when Corporate }
Listing 9: Declaration of the further evolved Bank PL
– The product line declaration can be changed as in Listing 9.
– The nodes FlexDeleteLogBank and FlexDeleteLogCorporateBank can be dropped
from the dynamic reconfiguration graph.
The last example of evolution replaces a delta module by two new delta modules that
modularize and improve the changes described by the original delta module.
Example 3 Assume that the Bank PL has to evolve further to support the runtime recon-
figuration from configuration FlexDeleteLogBank to configuration FlexBank. Adding this
runtime reconfiguration raises a subtle problem due to two reasons:
– When the running product is in a configuration that includes the feature Delete, it is
possible to delete accounts. This, in turn, sets elements of the array accountAt with
index i to null such that 0≤ i < next.
– All the configurations that do not include the feature Delete assume that the class Bank
satisfies the invariant (0≤ i < next)⇒ (accountAt[i] 6= null). Due to this reason, they
implement a variant of the method isValid that does not explicitly check for deleted
(and therefore invalid) account numbers as it lacks the condition accountAt[i]!=null.
Therefore, a runtime reconfiguration from a configuration including the feature Delete
to a configuration that does not include the feature Delete may lead to an inconsistent state.
However, this problem can be remedied by using a two-step evolution process.
In the first evolution step, which can be performed when the running product is in con-
figuration FlexDeleteLogBank and there are no pending reconfigurations, the Bank PL is
evolved into an intermediate product line by the following operations:
– Introduce the new delta modules DCheck and DDelete1 (shown in Listing 11), which
modularize and improved the change described by the delta module DDelete—namely
the modification of the method isValid is isolated into the delta module DCheck and
improved in order to ensure that the check accountAt[i]!=null is performed;
– Modify the product line declaration of Listing 2 to create the one shown in Listing 12:
– Introduce the new feature Delete1, which will replace the feature Delete in the final
product line.
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FlexDeleteLogBank FlexDelete1LogBank
Fig. 5 Dynamic reconfiguration graph of the intermediate Bank PL (abstract graphical representation)—the
gray box highlights the part of the graph that is the same as in Fig. 6
Delete1LogBank
Delete1Bank
BasicBank
FlexDelete1LogBank
FlexDelete1Bank
FlexBank
Fig. 6 Dynamic reconfiguration graph of the final Bank PL (abstract graphical representation)—the gray box
highlights the part of the graph that is the same as in Fig. 5
FlexDeleteLogBank => FlexDelete1LogBank {
Bank { }
}
Listing 10: Additional reconfiguration edge FlexDeleteLogBank=>FlexDelete1LogBank
introduced by evolution
– Replace each product that does not include the feature Delete with a variant of the
product that implements a variant of the method isValid that performs the check
accountAt[i]!=null by utilizing the delta module DCheck.
– Replace each product that includes the feature Delete by an identical product that has
the feature Delete1 as substitute and is implemented by utilizing the delta modules
DCheck and DDelete1 as substitute for the delta module DDelete.
– Reintroduce the product for the feature configuration {Basic,Flex,Delete,Log}.
– Modify the dynamic reconfiguration graph of Listing 4 and Figure 2 to create the one
presented in Figure 5: Keep the node FlexDeleteLogBank. Drop all other nodes and
all edges. Introduce the node FlexDelete1LogBank for the configuration {Basic, Flex,
Delete1, Log} and the edge FlexDeleteLogBank=>FlexDelete1LogBank as illustrated
in Listing 10.
Once the first evolution step has been performed, the running product is in configuration
FlexDeleteLogBank. Therefore, when the main method of class Main is the only method
in the call stack, the reconfiguration FlexDeleteLogBank => FlexDelete1LogBank is en-
abled an can be performed.
In the second evolution step, which can be performed when the running product is in
configuration FlexDelete1LogBank, the intermediate Bank PL is evolved into the final
Bank PL by the following operations:
– Drop the delta module DDelete.
– Modify the product line declaration produced by the first evolution step to result in the
declaration presented in Listing 14 by the following two operations:
– Drop the feature Delete.
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delta DCheck {
modifies class Bank {
modifies boolean isValid(int id) { return (original(id) && (accountAt[id]!=null)); }
}
}
delta DDelete1 {
modifies class Bank {
adds boolean deleteAccount(int id) { if (isValid(id)) { accountAt[id] = null; return true; } else return false; }
}
modifies class Controller {
modifies void execute(String command) {
original(command);
if (command.equals("delete")) { int id = s.nextInt(); System.out.println(a.delete(id)); return; } }
}
}
Listing 11: Delta modules DCheck and Delete1
features Basic, Flex, Delete, Log, Corporate, Delete1
configurations ((Basic & (Log −> Delete1)) & !Delete)
| ((Basic & Flex & Delete & Log & !Corporate) & !Delete1)
deltas
{ DBasic }
{ DCheck when !Delete}
{ DFlex when Flex,
DDelete when Delete,
DDelete1 when Delete1 }
{ DLog when Log }
Listing 12: Declaration of the intermediate Bank PL
FlexDelete1LogBank => FlexBank {
Account { },
Bank { },
Controller,
AccountScanner
}
Listing 13: Additional reconfiguration edge FlexDelete1LogBank=>FlexBank introduced
by evolution
– Drop the configuration {Basic,Flex,Delete,Log} (which is the only configuration that
includes the feature Delete).
– Modify the dynamic reconfiguration graph from Figure 5 to create the one depicted in
Figure 6 by performing the following operations:
– Use the feature name Delete1 instead of Delete–also in the names of the nodes. Note
that this transformation preserves the currently running product.
– Add the edge FlexDelete1LogBank=>FlexBank as described in Listing 13.
Moreover, as soon as the currently running product reaches a configuration that does
not include the feature Delete1, both the product line declaration (in Listing 14) and the
dynamic reconfiguration graph of the final Bank PL can be changed by renaming the feature
name Delete1 to Delete. This renaming constituted a refactoring and, thus, can be performed
safely even if there are pending reconfigurations involving a node that includes the Delete1
feature.
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features Basic, Flex, Delete1, Log, Corporate
configurations Basic & (Log −> Delete1)
deltas
{ DBasic }
{ DCheck }
{ DFlex when Flex,
DDelete1 when Delete1 }
{ DLog when Log }
Listing 14: Declaration of the final Bank PL
CD ::= class C extends C { FD; MD } classes
FD ::= C f fields
MD ::= C m (C¯ x¯){return e;} methods
e ::= x
∣∣ e.f ∣∣ e.m(e) ∣∣ new C() ∣∣ e.f= e ∣∣ null expressions
Fig. 7 Syntax of classes in IMPERATIVE FEATHERWEIGHT JAVA (IFJ).
3 A Quick Recapitulation of Imperative Featherweight Delta Java (IF∆J)
In this section, we recall IF∆J (IMPERATIVE FEATHERWEIGHT DELTA JAVA) (Bettini et al.
[2013b]), a core calculus for DOP of product lines of JAVA programs.
3.1 Program Logic with Imperative Featherweight Java (IFJ)
IMPERATIVE FEATHERWEIGHT JAVA (IFJ) is an imperative version of FEATHERWEIGHT
JAVA (FJ) (Igarashi et al. [2001]), which supports a more flexible initialization of fields
(by field assignment expressions). Within this paper, IFJ serves as core calculus for JAVA
to implement the program logic of single products. Both FJ (Igarashi et al. [2001]) and the
implementation of IFJ (Bettini et al. [2013b]) define a cast construct. In favor of a more
concise presentation of our formalisation, without loss of generality, we do not treat the cast
construct explicitly.
The abstract syntax of the IFJ constructs is given in Figure 7. Following Igarashi et al.
[2001], we use the overline notation for possibly empty sequences. For instance, we write
“e” as short for a possibly empty sequence of expressions “e1, . . . ,en” and “MD” as short
for a possibly empty sequence of method definitions “MD1 . . .MDn”. The empty sequence is
denoted by •. We abbreviate operations on sequences of pairs in a similar way, e.g., we write
“C f” as short for “C1 f1, . . . ,Cn fn” and “C f;” as short for “C1 f1; . . .Cn fn;”. Sequences of
named elements (field, method or parameter names, field, method or class definitions, . . . )
are assumed to contain no duplicate names. The set of variables includes the special variable
this (implicitly bound in any method declaration), which cannot be used as the name of a
method’s formal parameter.
A class definition class C extends D { FD; MD } consists of its name C, its superclass D
(which must always be specified, even if it is Object), a list of field definitions FD and a list
of method definitions MD. The fields declared in C are added to the ones declared by D and its
superclasses. All fields are assumed to have distinct names (i.e., there is no field shadowing)
and public visibility. Each class is assumed to have an implicit constructor that initializes all
instance variables to null.
A class table CT is a mapping from class names to class definitions. The subtyping
relation <: on classes (types) is the reflexive and transitive closure of the immediate extends
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DM ::= delta δ {CO} delta modules
CO ::= adds CD | removes C | modifies C [extending C] { AO } class operations
AO ::= adds FD
∣∣ adds MD | removes a | modifies MD attribute operations
Fig. 8 Syntax of delta modules in IMPERATIVE FEATHERWEIGHT DELTA JAVA (IF∆J).
relation (the immediate subclass relation, given by the extends clauses in CT). The class
Object has no members and its definition does not appear in CT. We assume that a class table
CT satisfies the following sanity conditions: (i) CT(C) = class C . . . for every C ∈ dom(CT)
(ii) for every class name C (except Object) appearing anywhere in CT, we have C∈ dom(CT);
(iii) there are no cycles in the transitive closure of the immediate extends relation.
A program is a class table CT with a class class Main { C main() { return(e);} } for
some C and e.
3.2 Variability with Imperative Featherweight Delta Java (IF∆J)
IMPERATIVE FEATHERWEIGHT DELTA JAVA (IF∆J) is an extension to IFJ to support prod-
uct line development with DOP. The abstract syntax of the IF∆J constructs is given in Fig-
ure 8. The constructs for class definitions CD, field definitions FD and method definitions MD
are those of IFJ as presented in Figure 7. Delta module names are denoted by δ . A delta
module DM (see Figure 8) specifies a sequence of class operations. A class operation CO can
add, remove or modify a class. A class-modify operation possibly specifies the change of
the super class and specifies a sequence of attribute operations. An attribute operation AO
can add/remove a field/method or modify a method. A method-modify operation can either
replace the method body by another implementation or wrap the existing method using the
original construct. In both cases, the modified method must have the same signature as the
unmodified method.
With the notion of delta modules over IFJ, IF∆J product lines may be formalized. Fea-
ture names are denoted by ϕ and ψ . Occasionally we use ψ to denote also the set of features
occurring in the sequence ψ . A delta module table DMT is a mapping from delta module
names to delta modules. An IF∆J SPL is a 5-tuple L = (ϕ,Φ,DMT,∆,Π) consisting of: (i)
the features ϕ of the SPL; (ii) the set of the valid feature configurations Φ⊆P(ϕ);5 (iii) a
delta module table DMT containing the delta modules; (iv) a mapping ∆ :Φ→P(dom(DMT))
determining for which feature configurations a delta module must be applied (which is de-
noted by the when clause in the concrete examples); and (v) a totally ordered partition Π of
dom(DMT), determining the order of delta module application. The 4-tuple (ϕ,Φ,∆,Π) rep-
resents the product-line declaration, while the delta module table DMT represents the code
base.
We write CTψ to denote the class table generated for the feature configuration ψ and
write <:ψ to denote the subtype relation associated with the class table CTψ . We further
write fieldsψ(C) to denote all the fields FD of class C; methψ(m,C) to denote the definition MD
of method m of class C; and subclassesψ(C) to denote the subclasses of C in CTψ . The fields
lookup, method lookup and subclasses lookup functions are defined in Figure 9.
The IF∆J type system (Bettini et al. [2013b], Damiani and Schaefer [2012], Damiani
and Lienhardt [2016]) guarantees that, if an SPL L is well typed, then all its products are well-
typed IFJ programs. Hence, for every feature configuration ψ ∈Φ, the judgement ` CTψ ok
5 The calculus abstracts from the feature model concrete representation.
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Fields lookup
fieldsψ (Object) = •
fieldsψ (D) = D g CSTψ (C) = class C extends D { C f; MH }
fieldsψ (C) = D g,C f
Method lookup
methψ (m,C) =
{
MD if MD= · · ·m · · · ∈ CTψ (C)
methψ (m,D) if · · ·m · · · 6∈ CTψ (C) and CTψ (C) = class C extends D{· · ·}
Subclasses lookup
subclassesψ (C) = {D ∈ dom(CTψ ) | D<:ψ C}
Fig. 9 Auxiliary lookup functions for IMPERATIVE FEATHERWEIGHT DELTA JAVA (IF∆J).
can be derived by the typing rules given in Figure 10. Every well-typed IFJ program is
literally a well-typed JAVA program.
4 Runtime Variability with Imperative Featherweight Dynamic Delta Java (IFD∆J)
IMPERATIVE FEATHERWEIGHT DYNAMIC DELTA JAVA (IFD∆J) is an extension of IF∆J
for modeling dynamic software product lines (DSPLs) (Hallsteinsen et al. [2008], Capilla
et al. [2014]). In this section, we introduce syntax, type system, operational semantics and
type soundness of IFD∆J.
An IFD∆J DSPL is a 6-tuple L = (ϕ,Φ,DMT,∆,Π,RG) consisting of an IF∆J SPL L0 =
(ϕ,Φ,DMT,∆,Π) and a dynamic reconfiguration graph RG. The dynamic product line L is
well typed if L0 is well typed (cf. end of Section 3) and RG is well typed (cf. the typing rules
presented later in this section).
4.1 Syntax of Dynamic Reconfiguration Graphs
A reconfiguration declaration R (see Figure 11) consists of:
– an adjacency declaration ψ ⇒ ψ ′ specifying that the configuration ψ is adjacent to the
configuration ψ ′ in the reconfiguration graph; and
– a set of object reconfigurations OR where each object reconfiguration OR specifies how
to transform each object of class C in configuration ψ into an object of class C′ in con-
figuration ψ ′. For each class C, we assume the existence of another default constructor
C(C f) {this.f= f;} that takes initial values for all the fields of C. This constructor can
only be invoked in post-reconfiguration expressions.
A dynamic reconfiguration graph RG is a set of reconfiguration declarations with no dupli-
cated adjacency declarations.
Given a reconfiguration declaration R= ψ ⇒ ψ ′ {OR}, a class C ∈ dom(CTψ) is:
– removed by R if C 6∈ dom(CTψ ′); and
– state-modified by R if it is not removed and fieldsψ ′(C) 6= fieldsψ(C).
A reconfiguration declaration must contain an object reconfiguration for each removed or
state-modified class and may contain object reconfigurations for non state-modified classes.
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Expression typing:
(T-VAR)
Γ ` x : Γ (x)
(T-NULL)
Γ ` null :⊥
(T-NEW)
C ∈ dom(CTψ )
Γ ` new C() : C
(T-FIELD)
Γ ` e : C Af ∈ fieldsψ (C)
Γ ` e.f : A
(T-INVK)
Γ ` e0 : C0 methψ (m,C0) = B m(A1 _, . . . ,An _){_} Γ ` ei : Ti (i∈1..n) Ti <:ψ Ai (i∈1..n)
Γ ` e0.m(e) : B
(T-ASSIGN)
Γ ` e0.f : C Γ ` e1 : T T<:ψ C
Γ ` e0.f= e1 : C
Method definition typing:
(T-METHOD)
this : C, x : A¯ ` e : T T<:ψ B
this : C ` B m (A¯ x){return e;} ok
Class definition typing:
(T-CLASS)
this : C ` MD ok
` class C extends D { FD; MD } ok
Program typing:
(T-PROGRAM)
∀C ∈ dom(CTψ ) ` CTψ (C) ok
` CTψ ok
Fig. 10 Typing rules for expressions, methods, classes and the program CTψ in IMPERATIVE FEATHER-
WEIGHT JAVA (IFJ). To reduce clutter, hereafter _ stands for an irrelevant sub-term.
A reconfiguration declaration specifies, given a heap (called the current heap), how to pro-
duce a new heap (called the reconfigured heap)—the operation semantics (given in Sec-
tion 4.3) performs the specified transformation lazily (i.e., each object is reconfigured only
when the running product accesses it). An object reconfiguration can be understood as an
operation that, given an object of the current heap, introduces a new object with the same
address in the reconfigured heap. Given an object o of class C, the reconfiguration operation
R behaves as follows:
– If there is an object reconfiguration OR = C→ C′ {· · ·}, then it adds to the reconfigured
heap an object o′ of type C′ with the same address of o and initializes all its fields f as
specified by the instruction in the body of OR.
– If there is no object reconfiguration OR= C→ ··· {· · ·}, then it copies the object into the
reconfigured heap.
A class C ∈ dom(CTψ) is:
– recoded by R if, for some superclass C0 of C in ψ (possibly C itself), either C0 is removed
or CTψ ′(C0) 6= CTψ(C0);
– reallocated by R if R contains an object reconfiguration for C; and
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R ::= ψ ⇒ ψ ′ {OR} reconfiguration declarations
OR ::= C→ C′ {pre: Ay= p; post: Bz= q; this.f= z;} object reconfigurations
p ::= this | p.f pre-reconfiguration expressions
q ::= y | null | new C(z) post-reconfiguration expressions
Fig. 11 Syntax of reconfiguration declarations for IMPERATIVE FEATHERWEIGHT DYNAMIC DELTA
JAVA (IFD∆J).
– affected by R if it is recoded or reallocated.
We write affected(R), reallocated(R), recoded(R) to denote the set of the names of the classes
that are affected, reallocated or recoded by R, respectively. We write R(C) for the name of the
class in which the objects of C are reconfigured by R with the understanding that R(C) = C if
C 6∈ reallocated(R). More precisely:
R(C) =
{
C′ if R= ψ ⇒ ψ ′ {. . . ,C→ C′{. . .}, . . .}
C otherwise
4.2 Typing Dynamic Reconfiguration Graphs
A reconfiguration graph is well typed if each of its reconfiguration declarations is well typed.
The typing rules are listed in Figure 12.
The typing rule for a reconfiguration declaration R= ψ ⇒ ψ ′ {OR} provides guarantees
on how objects are reconfigured. Namely, it requires each of its object reconfigurations OR
to be well typed and the following condition to be satisfied:
Object reconfiguration condition 1 If (in ψ) C is a subclass of C0 and C0 is not removed
by R, then (in ψ ′) R(C) is a subclass of C0.
The condition prevents a field of class C0 (that, before the reconfiguration contains the ad-
dress of an object of some proper subclass C of C0) from containing, after the reconfiguration,
an object whose class (R(C)) is not a subclass of C0.
The typing rule for object reconfiguration C→ C′ {pre: Ay= p; post: Bz= q; this.f= z′;}
requires the following condition to be satisfied:
Object reconfiguration condition 2 If y of type A is assigned to z of type B, then the ob-
jects of every subclass D of A (in ψ) are reconfigured to be instances of a class D′ that is
a subclass of B (in ψ ′).
The condition ensures that fields of reconfigured objects are initialized with values of the
right type. The typing rule for object reconfiguration uses three different kinds of judgment
for typing the pre-reconfiguration assignments (Ay= p), the post-reconfiguration assign-
ments (Bz= q) and the fields initializations (this.f= z′), respectively (recall that field initial-
izations involve all the fields of the reconfigured object). These typing rules use the auxil-
iary lookup functions fieldsψ and subclassesψ given in Figure 9. The rule for the first kind of
judgment (T-PREASSIGN) and the rule for the third kind of judgment (T-POSTINITIALIZEFIELD) per-
form standard checks within the source feature configuration ψ and the target feature config-
uration ψ ′, respectively. There are three rules for the second kind of judgment, correspond-
ing to the three different kinds of right-hand sides of the assignment. Rule (T-POSTASSIGNNULL)
has nothing to check. Rule (T-POSTASSIGNNEW) performs standard checks within feature con-
figuration ψ ′. The most interesting rule is (T-POSTASSIGNVAR), which checks the second object
reconfiguration condition illustrated above.
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Reconfiguration declaration ` R ok
(T-RECONFIGURATION)
R= ψ ⇒ ψ ′ {OR}
R ` ORi ok (i=1..|OR|) C<:ψ C0 implies R(C)<:ψ ′ C
(C∈dom(CTψ ), C0∈dom(CTψ )∩dom(CTψ ′ ))
0
` R ok
Object reconfiguration R ` OR ok
(T-OBJRECONFIGURATION)
R= ψ ⇒ ψ ′ {OR} ψ;C ` Ai yi = pi ok (i∈1..|Ay=p|)
R;y : A; z1 : B1, . . . ,zi−1 : Bi−1 ` Bi zi = qi ok (i∈1..|Bz=q|) ψ ′;C′;z : B ` this.fi = zi ok (i∈1..|this.f=z|)
R ` C→ C′ {pre: Ay= p;post: Bz= q; this.f= z;} ok
Pre-reconfiguration assignment ψ;C ` Ay= p ok
(T-PREASSIGN)
ψ;C ` p : A′ A′ <:ψ A
ψ;C ` Ay= p ok
Pre-reconfiguration expression ψ;C ` p : D
(T-PREEXPTHIS)
_ ;C ` this : C
(T-PREEXPFIELD)
ψ;C ` p : D0 Df ∈ fieldsψ (D0)
ψ;C ` p.f : D
Post-reconfiguration assignment R;y : A;z : B ` Bz= q ok
(T-POSTASSIGNVAR)
R= ψ ⇒ ψ ′{_} R(D)<:ψ ′ B (D∈subclassesψ (A))
R;_,y : A,_ ;_ ` Bz= y ok
(T-POSTASSIGNNEW)
C<:ψ ′ B D1 f1, . . . ,Dn fn = fieldsψ ′ (C) zi : Bi ∈ z : B (i∈1..n) Bi <:ψ ′ Di (i∈1..n)
_⇒ ψ ′{_};_ ;z : B ` Bz= new C(z1, . . . ,zn) ok
(T-POSTASSIGNNULL)
_ ;_ ;_ ` Bz= null ok
Post-reconfiguration field initialization ψ ′;C′;z : B ` this.f= z ok
(T-POSTINITIALIZEFIELD)
Df ∈ fieldsψ ′ (C′) B<:ψ ′ D
ψ ′;C′;_,z : B,_ ` this.f= z ok
Fig. 12 Typing rules for reconfiguration declarations for IMPERATIVE FEATHERWEIGHT DYNAMIC DELTA
JAVA (IFD∆J).
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4.3 Operational Semantics of Imperative Featherweight Dynamic Delta Java (IFD∆J)
In order to properly model imperative features, we introduce the concepts of address, value,
object, stack and heap. Addresses, denoted by ι , are the elements of the denumerable set I.
Values, denoted by v, are either addresses or null. Objects are denoted by 〈C,f= v〉, where
C is the class of the object, f are the names of the fields and v are the values of the fields.
A stack ι is a possibly empty sequence of addresses (possibly containing duplicates). The
empty stack is denoted by •. A heapH is a mapping from addresses to objects. The empty
heap is denoted by /0.
Runtime expressions are obtained from expressions (cf. Figure 7) by adding the clause
for the expression that models the return from a method call (return(e)) and by replacing
all the variables (including this) by addresses. We use e to denote runtime expressions.
We introduce lazy heaps to account for the lazy reconfiguration of the heap. Lazy heaps
are defined by the grammar
L ::= H | H :R(L )
Intuitively, a lazy heap is either a heap H or a partially reconfigured heap of the form
Hn :Rn(Hn−1 :Rn−1(· · ·H1 :R1(H0) · · ·)), for some n≥ 1, where
– Hn is the part of the heap that has been reconfigured by Rn, . . . ,R1 and that may have
been subsequently modified by the execution of non-reconfiguration operations; and
– each Hi (1 ≤ i ≤ n− 1) is the part of heap that has been reconfigured by Ri, . . . ,R1
and that may have been subsequently modified by the execution of non-reconfiguration
operations before the invocation of Ri+1; and
– H0 is the heap before the invocation of R1.
If dom(H1)⊇ dom(H0), then all the objects inH0 have been reconfigured by R1 intoH1.
Therefore, the objects in H0 are no longer needed and can be garbage collected. In our
formalization this amounts to replacing H1 : R1(H0) with H1. However, the operational
semantics does not explicitly model this replacement for simplicity.
We write L (ι) = 〈C,f = v〉 to mean that L has either the formH orH : _ for some
H such that H (ι) = 〈C,f = v〉. We further write L ∪{ι 7→ · · ·} to denote the lazy heap
obtained from L where the association ι 7→ · · · inH has been added. Similarly, we write
L [ι 7→ · · · ] to denote the lazy heap obtained from L where the association ι 7→ · · · inH
has been updated.
4.3.1 Reduction Rules
The state of a computation is a 4-tuple (ψ,L , ι ,e) consisting of a current feature configura-
tion ψ , a lazy heapL , a stack ι recording the addresses of the objects on which the running
methods have been invoked and a runtime expression e representing the bodies of the active
methods.
States evolve according to the relation =⇒, defined in Figure 13, by exploiting the aux-
iliary relation −→ which describes the computations within a given feature configuration.
The computation rules use the auxiliary lookup functions fieldsψ and subclassesψ given in
Figure 9. The relation =⇒ extends −→ by enabling reconfigurations whereby the features
ψ can be changed into ψ ′ if ψ and ψ ′ are adjacent. The reconfiguration rule can be ap-
plied nondeterministically whenever the current state of the computation satisfies the predi-
cate Enabled(R,L , ι ,e), which expresses whether the reconfiguration R is enabled. We will
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come back to the Enabled predicate later. Note that computation and congruence rules never
change the feature configuration (to avoid clutter, in the rules we replace the component ψ
with _).
The relation −→ is defined in terms of fairly standard notions of computation rules and
congruence rules. It ensures that the computation is carried out according to a call-by-value
reduction strategy. Congruence rules are standard. The only non-standard feature of −→,
which is in fact specific to IFD∆J, is the use of the auxiliary function olookup for accessing
objects in the lazy heap. We will come back to olookup shortly, when we describe the lazy
heap reconfiguration mechanism.
The initial program state associated with a program CTψ is (ψ, /0,•,e) where return(e)
is the body of the Main method, that is CTψ(Main)= class Main { C main() { return(e);} }.
We write CMain to denote the return type C of the main method of class Main.
4.3.2 Object Lookup and Lazy Heap Reconfiguration
The mutually recursive auxiliary functions olookup, oreconf and preeval are defined in Fig-
ure 14. Intuitively, the object lookup function olookup returns the object at address ι in the
lazy heapL , along with a possibly updated lazy heapL ′. In the simplest cases, correspond-
ing to the first two rules defining olookup, the object at ι is already up-to-date with respect
to the most recent reconfiguration (or no reconfiguration has occurred yet) so that olookup
returns the object in its present state along with an unchanged lazy heap. If the object is not
present in the most recently reconfigured heap (ι 6∈ dom(H )), then the object is first looked
up recursively in the lazy heap L that immediately precedes the last reconfiguration R and
then it is reconfigured by means of the oreconf auxiliary function.
The purpose of oreconf(ι ,R,L ) is to reconfigure the object located at ι (which is as-
sumed to be found in the topmost heap of L ) according to R. The function returns a triple
consisting of the reconfigured object, a heap of new objects that have been created as a con-
sequence of the reconfiguration of ι and the new lazy heap. There are two rules defining
oreconf: the first one deals with implicitly reconfigured objects (those whose class C has no
reconfiguration clause in R), which are returned unchanged; the second rule deals with ob-
jects whose class is explicitly reallocated by a clause C→ C′ {pre: Ay= p; post: Bz= q; this.f= z′;},
which specifies the new class C′ of the object and the rearrangements of its fields in the new
configuration. The pre-reconfiguration assignments Ay= p retrieve further objects necessary
for the reconfiguration by means of the preeval function. Notice that preeval may trigger fur-
ther reconfigurations (it calls olookup recursively) and that it defaults to null any attempt at
accessing null addresses (this is to ensure progress during the reconfiguration phase).6
The post-reconfiguration assignments Bz= q take care of the proper migration from the
old to new feature configuration of classes. In particular, pointers to either new or existing
(but possibly not reconfigured) objects q are assigned to variables z whose types refer to
the new configuration. Finally, the assignments this.f= z′ initialize the fields of the newly
created object of class C′. Overall, the operational semantics implements a high degree of
laziness in the sense that objects are reconfigured only when necessary (either because one
of their fields is accessed or because a method is invoked on them).
6 In a full-fledged language, the access to null would raise an exception for which the reconfiguration
operation should provide an appropriate handler.
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Reduction rules ψ,L , ι ,e =⇒ ψ ′,L ′, ι ′,e′
(R-EVAL)
ψ,L , ι ,e−→ ψ,L ′, ι ′,e′
ψ,L , ι ,e =⇒ ψ,L ′, ι ′,e′
(R-RECONF)
R= ψ ⇒ ψ ′{· · ·} Enabled(R,L , ι ,e)
ψ,L , ι ,e =⇒ ψ ′, /0 :R(L ), ι ,e
Computation rules ψ,L , ι ,e−→ ψ,L ′, ι ′,e′
(C-NEW)
ι fresh fieldsψ (C) = C f
_,L , ι ,new C()−→ _,L ∪{ι 7→ 〈C,f= null〉}, ι , ι
(C-FIELD)
olookup(ι ,L ) = 〈C,f= v〉,L ′
_,L , ι , ι .fi −→ _,L ′, ι ,vi
(C-ASSIGN)
olookup(ι ,L ) = 〈C,f= v〉,L ′
_,L , ι , ι .fi = v−→ _,L ′[ι 7→ 〈C, . . . ,fi = v, . . .〉], ι ,v
(C-INVK)
olookup(ι ,L ) = 〈C, . . .〉,L ′ methψ (m,C) = _ m(_ x){returne0;}
_,L , ι , ι .m(v)−→ _,L ′, ιι ,return([x/v,this /ι ]e0)
(C-RET)
_,L , ιι ,return(v)−→ _,L , ι ,v
Congruence rules
_,L , ι ,e−→ _,L ′, ι ′,e′
_,L , ι ,e.f−→ _,L ′, ι ′,e′.f
_,L , ι ,e−→ _,L ′, ι ′,e′
_,L , ι ,e.m(e)−→ _,L ′, ι ′,e′.m(e)
_,L , ι ,ei −→ _,L ′, ι ′,e′i
_,L , ι ,v.m(v,ei,e)−→ _,L ′, ι ′,v.m(v,e′i,e)
_,L , ι ,e−→ _,L ′, ι ′,e′
_,L , ι ,e.f= e0 −→ _,L ′, ι ′,e′.f= e0
_,L , ι ,e−→ _,L ′, ι ′,e′
_,L , ι ,v.f= e−→ _,L ′, ι ′,v.f= e′
_,L , ι ,e−→ _,L ′, ι ′,e′
_,L , ι ,return(e)−→ _,L ′, ι ′,return(e′)
Fig. 13 Reduction, computation and congruence rules in IMPERATIVE FEATHERWEIGHT DYNAMIC DELTA
JAVA (IFD∆J).
4.3.3 The Enabled Predicate
The predicate Enabled(R,L , ι ,e) expresses the runtime checks to be performed in order to
ensure that the reconfiguration R = ψ ⇒ ψ ′ {OR} can be safely performed in a given state
(ψ,L , ι ,e) of the computation. It consists of the two following conditions:
Enabling condition 1 All methods that are currently executing are invoked on objects be-
longing to classes that are not affected by the reconfiguration; and
Enabling condition 2 The runtime expression e is well typed in configuration ψ ′ and its
type is a subtype of the return type of the method main of class Main.
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Object lookup olookup(ι ,L ) = 〈C,f= v〉,L ′
olookup(ι ,H ) =H (ι),H
L =H :_ ι ∈ dom(H )
olookup(ι ,L ) =H (ι),L
ι 6∈ dom(H ) olookup(ι ,L ) = _,L ′ oreconf(ι ,R,L ′) = 〈C,f= v〉,H ′,L ′′
olookup(ι ,H :R(L )) = 〈C,f= v〉,H ∪{ι 7→ 〈C,f= v〉}∪H ′ :R(L ′′)
Object reconfiguration oreconf(ι ,R,L ) = 〈C,f= v〉,H ,L ′
L (ι) = 〈C,f= v〉 C 6∈ reallocated(R)
oreconf(ι ,R,L ) = 〈C,f= v〉, /0,L
R= ψ ⇒ ψ ′{· · ·C→ C′ {pre: Ay= p; post: Bz= q; this.f= z′;}· · ·}
L (ι) = 〈C, . . .〉 preeval(p[ι/this],L ) = v,L ′ postassign(ψ ′,Bz= q[v/y]) = u,H
oreconf(ι ,R,L ) = 〈C′,f= z′[u/z]〉,H ,L ′
Pre-reconfiguration auxiliary function preeval(p,L ) = v,L ′
preeval(•,L ) = •,L p 6= • preeval(p,L ) = v,L
′ preeval(p,L ′) = v,L ′′
preeval(pp,L ) = vv,L ′′
preeval(ι ,L ) = ι ,L
preeval(p,L ) = null,L ′
preeval(p.f,L ) = null,L ′
preeval(p,L ) = ι ,L ′ olookup(ι ,L ′) = 〈C,f= u〉,L ′′
preeval(p.fi,L ) = ui,L ′′
Post-reconfiguration auxiliary functions postassign(ψ,Bz= q) = v,H and posteval(ψ,q) = v,H
postassign(ψ,•) = •, /0 posteval(ψ,q) = v,H postassign(ψ,Bz= q[v/z]) = v,H
′
postassign(ψ,Bz= qBz= q) = vv,H ∪H ′
posteval(ψ,v) = v, /0
ι fresh fieldsψ (C) = C f
posteval(ψ,new C(v)) = ι ,{ι 7→ 〈C,f= v〉}
Fig. 14 Object lookup in a lazy heap for IMPERATIVE FEATHERWEIGHT DYNAMIC DELTA JAVA (IFD∆J).
The first condition aims to prevent inconsistent behavior. It is formalized as
classof(ιi,L ) 6∈ affected(R) (1≤i≤n)
where ι = ι1 · · · ιn is the stack. The function classof(ι ,L ) returns the name of the class of
the object of address ι in the already reconfigured part of the lazy heapL and is defined by:
classof(ι ,L ) = C, ifL (ι) = 〈C, . . .〉. As the stack ι contains addresses of objects on which there
is an active method invocation, such objects necessarily occur in the already reconfigured
part of the lazy heapL .
The second condition ensures that subject reduction (which is used to prove type sound-
ness) holds and is formalized by the judgment
Σ `ψ e : T
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which must hold for some T<:ψ ′ methψ ′(main,Main),
7 where the heap environment Σ = {ι :
clookup(ι ,L ) | ι occurs in e} maps each address occurring in e to the name of the class of
the object at the address ι in the new configuration ψ ′. The auxiliary function clookup(_,_)
retrieves the class name of an object updated according to all the reconfigurations occurred
since its first allocation and is defined as follows
clookup(ι ,H ) = C ifH (ι) = 〈C, . . .〉
clookup(ι ,H :R(L )) =
{
C ifH (ι) = 〈C, . . .〉
R(clookup(ι ,L )) if ι 6∈ dom(H )
The second condition of the predicate Enabled(R,L , ι ,e) requires type checking the
runtime expression e, which is the outcome of reduction steps performed on the bodies of
the active methods. In the considered core calculus, this condition is needed because the
types (classes) of the subexpressions of a method body do not (necessarily) occur within
the method definition. Instead, it could be dropped in a formalization where the type of
each subexpression of a method body occurs in the method definition, e.g., where method
definitions have the single static assignment (SSA) form (Cytron et al. [1991]):
C m(A1 x1, . . . ,Ap xp) {B1 y1 = e1; . . . ;Bq yq = eq; return yq}
where (for all i ∈ 1..q) ei is of the form either z, or z.f, or z.f= z′, or z.m(z) for some z, z′, z ∈
{x1, . . . ,xn,y1, . . . ,yi−1}. In fact, in such a formalization, the second condition of the predicate
Enabled(R,L , ι ,e) would be implied by the first object reconfiguration condition (which is
statically checked by (T-RECONFIGURATION) of Fig. 12) because, by the first condition of the
predicate, all the classes occurring in the definition of an active method are defined both in
the current and in the reconfigured program.
4.4 Type Soundness of Imperative Featherweight Dynamic Delta Java (IFD∆J)
Type soundness is stated as follows (the notion of initial state and the notation CMain have
been introduced at the end of Section 4.3.1).
Theorem 1 (Type soundness) Let L = (ψ,Φ,DMT,∆,Π,RG) be a well-typed IFD∆J dy-
namic SPL. If (ψ, /0,•,e) is the initial state for a valid product CTψ and (ψ, /0,•,e) =⇒∗
(ψ ′,L ′, ι ,e′) X−→, then e′ is either
1. null, or
2. an address ι such thatL (ι) = 〈C,f= v〉 with C<:ψ ′ CMain, or
3. an expression containing either null.f or null.f= v or null.m(v) for some f, v, m, and
v.
For the sake of simplicity, the theorem is stated for a reduction sequence starting from
an initial state in which both the heap and the stack are empty. However, since the statement
considers an arbitrarily long sequence of reductions, the resulting state for which properties
1–3 hold may have been reached after an arbitrary number of reconfigurations. The proof of
the theorem is done using the standard technique of subject reduction and progress. In par-
ticular, the subject reduction theorem considers reduction steps starting from more general
configurations of stack and heap. The characterization of those configurations that are reach-
able from the initial state of a well-typed SPL requires additional definitions. The details can
be found in Appendix A.
7 The first enabling condition ensures that methψ ′ (main,Main) = methψ (main,Main).
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5 Related Work
5.1 Feature-Oriented Programming (FOP)
Feature-oriented programming (FOP) (Batory et al. [2004], Ka¨stner et al. [2008], Schaefer
et al. [2012]) is a compositional approach for implementing SPLs in which code fragments
are associated with product features and assembled to implement a particular configura-
tion of features. Other compositional approaches use aspects (Ka¨stner et al. [2007], Aracic
et al. [2006]), mixins (Smaragdakis and Batory [2002]), hyperslices (Tarr et al. [1999])
or traits (Ducasse et al. [2006]) to implement product line variability (see Lopez-Herrejon
et al. [2005] as well as Bettini et al. [2013c] for a discussion of some of them with respect
to FOP).
For the implementation of dynamic SPLs (Hallsteinsen et al. [2008], Capilla et al.
[2014]) in FOP, (Rosenmu¨ller et al. [2011a]) support flexible feature binding to allow select-
ing features statically at compile-time using superimposition or dynamically at build-time
using the decorator pattern. The variability of feature binding is achieved by code transfor-
mations for integrating static and dynamic feature bindings. They also use transformation
rules on feature models to provide composition safety of dynamic binding. Rosenmu¨ller
et al. [2011b] extend their approach to support runtime adaptation and self-configuration
on top of flexible binding units. They use feature-based adaptation rules to describe SPL
adaptation in a declarative way. The adaptation mechanism transforms the feature model of
an SPL according to the binding units of the generated DSPL, thus allowing to change the
behavior of a program at run-time. However, this approach for dynamic adaptation does not
allow to change the state of the program (i.e., a dynamic reconfiguration cannot add/remove
or change the value of fields), which is in contrast to the mechanism proposed in this article.
FeatureC++ (Apel et al. [2005]) provides means to dynamically compose feature mod-
ules. In particular, the authors investigate the combination of FOP and aspect-oriented pro-
gramming (AOP) to eliminate shortcomings of FOP to capture dynamic cross-cutting mod-
ularity. However, runtime reconfiguration including an update of the heap structures accord-
ing to the new feature configuration is not supported. Gu¨nther and Sunkle [2010] present
an extended version of rbFeatures, a FOP implementation in Ruby, which provides runtime
adaptation, variant modification and configuration of software product lines. New features
can be added at runtime, but other change operations, such as deselecting or removing fea-
tures, are not supported. Apel et al. [2010] propose the FFJ/FFJPL core calculus that models
FOP of SPLs of FEATHERWEIGHT JAVA programs. Although in FFJ/FFJPL, feature com-
position is modeled as a static process (done before compilation), the formalization leaves
open when feature composition is performed. Therefore, it could be used to model dynamic
feature composition at run time. As DOP is an extension of FOP (Schaefer and Dami-
ani [2010]), the mechanism for runtime adaptation and dynamic evolution of product lines
proposed in this article can also be applied to FOP product lines.
5.2 Aspect-Oriented Programming (AOP)
Aspect-oriented programming (AOP) (Kiczales et al. [1997]) has been used to implement
SPLs (Groher and Voelter [2009], Alves et al. [2007]) and supports the dynamic selection
of aspects at runtime, e.g., in CeasarJ (Aracic et al. [2006]) or AspectJ (Kiczales et al.
[2001]). Aspects do not add or remove existing fields so that heap updates are not neces-
sary when aspects are added or removed at runtime. Thus, dynamic DOP supports more
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flexible changes of functionality at runtime. For a detailed comparison of AOP and DOP
consider (Bettini et al. [2013c]).
Chakravarthy et al. [2008] describe a technique to provide binding-time flexibility in
a modular and convenient manner. They use a combination of design-patterns and AOP to
achieve binding-time flexibility. A pattern encapsulates the variation point and targeted as-
pects set the binding times of the pattern participants. However, they do not consider the
evolution of feature models and, therefore, handle only anticipated change. Ribeiro et al.
[2009] investigate whether AspectJ provides modularity when implementing features with
flexible binding times. This study leads to the conclusion that, in a general case, AspectJ
does not provide modularity in a DSPL. Dinkelaker et al. [2010] propose an approach for
DSPLs which combines dynamic aspects, runtime models of aspects, as well as detection
and resolution of aspect interactions but they do not consider the change of features at run-
time. Andrade et al. [2014] create three AspectJ-based idioms to implement flexible feature
bindings and evaluate those using case studies. The idioms are based on exploiting specific
language features of AspectJ and the aspect weaving capabilities, but they do not provide
means to update existing objects.
5.3 General Object-oriented Programming (OOP)
In general object-oriented programming (OOP), there are several approaches to modify the
functionality of objects at runtime. Primitives for dynamic object reclassification (i.e., for
changing at runtime the class membership of an object) are present, e.g., in the dynami-
cally typed languages SMALLTALK and CLOS. In the programming language gbeta (Ernst
[1999]), classes can be composed dynamically and objects can be reassigned to other classes
at runtime. The proposed mechanism is relatively flexible but it is not type safe.
FickleII (Drossopoulou et al. [2002]) is a core JAVA-like object-oriented language where
objects are allowed to change their class at runtime. Ancona et al. [2007] have developed
a translation from Fickle into JAVA that has proven correctness. In FickleII , only objects
belonging to special classes, called root and state classes, can be reclassified and the type
system restricts the use of these classes (in particular, state classes may not be used as
types for fields). The Fickle3 calculus (Damiani et al. [2003]) eliminates the need to declare
explicitly the classes of the objects that may be reclassified. Reclassification may be decided
by the client of a class, allowing unanticipated object reclassification. However, the type
system restricts the use of the classes of the objects that may be re-classified. More recently,
typestate-oriented programming (Aldrich et al. [2009], Saini et al. [2010]) has overcome
some of the limitations in FickleII /Fickle3, e.g., the inability to track the states of fields.
In Bettini and Bono [2008] as well as Bettini et al. [2011], an extension of FJ with
object composition and delegation is presented. In that calculus, methods can be changed
dynamically at runtime on an existing object as a consequence of object composition and
“redefining” methods (a runtime version of standard method overriding).
Dynamic trait replacement is the ability to change the behavior of an object at runtime
by replacing one trait for another. In the prototype-based language SELF, dynamic trait
replacement can be achieved by changing the reference to the parent of an object. In the
class-based setting, dynamic trait replacement has been formalized through the JAVA-like
language Chai3 (Smith and Drossopoulou [2005]). The language Chai3 contains an operator
for replacing a trait in an existing object. This operator requires that the trait to be replaced
corresponds exactly to a named trait used in the object’s class definition. This makes the
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flexibility/expressivity of Chai3 similar to the one of FickleII (Drossopoulou et al. [2002]).
Bettini et al. [2013a] propose a more flexible dynamic trait replacement operator.
In ObjectTeams (Herrmann [2007]), objects can be assigned different roles at runtime
such that the behavior may change dynamically. Context-oriented programming (Hirschfeld
et al. [2008]) allows defining several layers of behavior that can be switched on or off dy-
namically at runtime.
Dynamic classes (Johnsen et al. [2009]) perform (in a type-sound manner) run-time
updates of object-oriented systems by adding or refining classes or by removing redundant
program parts. In particular, Johnsen et al. [2009] model asynchronous updates in presence
of concurrency, while the formalization of dynamic DOP presented in this paper does not
model concurrency.
A recently proposed aspect-based dynamic software updating model combines object-
oriented and aspect-oriented techniques to build an update analyzer that automatically com-
pares two versions of a JAVA program and extracts the necessary updates expressed as
aspects (Cech Previtali and Gross [2011]). JAVADAPTOR (Pukall et al. [2013]) is a dy-
namic software update approach that provides JAVA with the same runtime capabilities
known from dynamically typed languages (possibly causing program inconsistencies) and
runs on basis of all major standard JAVA virtual machines. Subsequently, extensions of the
JAVA HotSpot VM that support type-safe flexible dynamic software updates have been pro-
posed (Wu¨rthinger et al. [2013], Gu et al. [2014]). In particular, Gu et al. [2014] support
lazy object updates by means of a transformer construct that closely resembles our object
reconfiguration construct (although it does not support migration of objects from one class
to another with a different name).
While the above approaches could be used to implement dynamic SPLs, neither of them
relates the changes in the altered functionalities to product features. Dynamic DOP combines
an established software product line engineering approach with the capability of type-sound
runtime reconfiguration and runtime evolution.
6 Conclusion and Future Work
We presented a core calculus providing a formal definition of dynamic DOP. DOP is an
approach to construct SPLs. Dynamic DOP adds to DOP a dynamic reconfiguration graph
which specifies which configurations can be updated at runtime, and how to update the
program’s heap to go to another configuration. A Bank Product Line example was used to
illustrate both DOP and dynamic DOP: the generation of a product was presented, as well
as several scenarios of runtime update. The dynamic reconfiguration graph was decoupled
from the notion of DOP so that it could be used in connection with other approaches for
constructing SPLs. The core calculus is equipped with a type system that was proved to be
sound.
With this formal foundation of dynamic delta-oriented programming, it is possible to
switch the implemented product configuration at runtime. Furthermore, it is also possible
to perform (unanticipated) evolution of the product line declaration, the dynamic reconfig-
uration graph, and the code base of an SPL with updates as soon as possible while still
preserving the currently active product. Finally, the type system of our dynamic DOP core
calculus ensures that the dynamic reconfigurations lead to type safe products and do not
cause runtime type errors.
The core calculus does not model multi-threaded applications and we do not address
implementation issues. The transition between products depends on both the reconfigura-
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(WF-HEAPENV)
Σ(ι) ∈ dom(CTψ ) (ι∈dom(Σ))
ψ Σ
(WF-LAZYHEAPENV)
ψ Σ ψ ′ Θ R= ψ ′⇒ ψ {_}
(dom(Σ)\head-dom(Θ))∩ tail-dom(Θ) = /0 Σ(ι) = R(Θ(ι)) (ι∈dom(Σ)∩head-dom(Θ))
ψ Σ :R(Θ)
Fig. 15 IFD∆J: Rules for well-formed heap environments.
tion graph and the current system state. A limitation of the proposed approach is that, if
the method of some classes never leave the call stack (e.g., the main method for simple
JAVA programs) changes to these classes, let us call them fixed classes, will not be possi-
ble with dynamic DOP (without a system shutdown). Therefore, an arbitrary product line
can be configured to a product for which the reconfiguration graph will disallow a further
product change. This limitation can be mitigated by adopting suitable programming patterns
that limit the number of fixed classes and allow to significantly change the behavior of the
application without changing these classes. In future work, we aim to extend the calculus to
model multi-threaded applications.
Recently, proof systems for the verification of delta-oriented SPLs (Ha¨hnle and Schaefer
[2012], Damiani et al. [2012a], Bubel et al. [2016]) and model-based testing frameworks for
delta-oriented SPLs (Lochau et al. [2012], Damiani et al. [2013]) have been proposed. In
future work, we plan to extend these approaches to dynamic delta-oriented SPLs.
A prototypical implementation of DOP which supports SPLs of JAVA 1.5 programs is
available (Koscielny et al. [2014]). In future work, we would like to investigate the pos-
sibility to implement dynamic DOP for (a suitable subset of) JAVA. This implementation
poses several challenges. In particular: the proposed approach goes beyond the capabil-
ities of a regular JAVA VM (although, as pointed out in Section 5.3, extensions of the
JAVA HotSpot VM that support flexible dynamic software updates have been recently pro-
posed (Wu¨rthinger et al. [2013], Gu et al. [2014])); the memory footprint of skipping the up-
dated code can be significant; managing multiple heaps would require a customized runtime
environment; and interaction with the garbage collection process and multi-threading must
be addressed. Another interesting direction for future work is to investigate software engi-
neering methodologies and tools for supporting evolution of dynamic delta-oriented SPL:
evolving complex systems with many classes and feature interactions is quite challenging.
A Proof of Theorem 1 (Type Soundness)
In order to be able to formulate the type soundness of IFD∆J by means of a subject-reduction theorem and a
progress theorem for the small-step semantics, we need to formulate a type system for runtime expressions.
Expressions containing a stupid selection, i.e., a field selection null.f or a method invocation null.m(· ·
·), are not well typed according to the IFJ source level type system (cf. Figure 10). However, a runtime
expression without stupid selections may reduce to a runtime expression containing a stupid selection. The
type system for runtime expressions contains a rule for assigning any type T to the value null (so that stupid
selection can be typed).
An heap (type) assumption Σ is a mapping from addresses to class names. The empty-heap assumption
is denoted by •. A lazy-heap assumption Θ is either a heap assumption Σ or a partially reconfigured heap
assumption of the form
Σn :Rn(Σn−1 :Rn−1(· · ·Σ1 :R1(Σ0) · · ·))
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The head domain ofΘ is head-dom(Θ) = dom(Σn), the tail domain ofΘ is tail-dom(Θ) =
⋃
i∈0..n−1 dom(Σi),
the full domain of Θ is full-dom(Θ) = head-dom(Θ)∪ tail-dom(Θ). We say that the lazy-heap assump-
tion is well formed w.r.t. the feature configuration ψ to mean that the judgement ψ Θ can be derived by
the rules in Figure 15. All the lazy-heap assumptions mentioned in the rest of this paper are well-formed
w.r.t. a feature configuration that is either explicitly mentioned or understood from the context. According
to rule (WF-HEAPENV), a heap assumption Σ is well formed in the configuration ψ if every class mentioned
in Σ is defined in ψ . A lazy heap assumption Σ : R(Θ) is well formed in the configuration ψ if so is Σ and
if Θ is well formed in the target reconfiguration ψ ′ of R. Additionally, all addresses in dom(Σ) that are not
in the domain of the topmost heap in Θ must refer to objects created after any other object in Θ , and the
correspondence between the class of the objects whose address in Σ and the class of the same objects inΘ is
given by R.
As reductions may create and reconfigure objects, (lazy) heap assumptions need to be updated accord-
ingly. To this aim, we define the relation c between lazy heap assumptions inductively as follows:
Σ ⊇ Σ ′
Σ c Σ ′
Σ ⊇ Σ ′ Θ cΘ ′
Σ : R(Θ)c Σ ′ : R(Θ ′)
Evaluation contexts, which reflect the congruence rules (see Figure 13), are defined as follows:
E ::= []
∣∣ E.f ∣∣ E.m(e) ∣∣ v.m(v,E,e) ∣∣ E.f= e ∣∣ v.f= E ∣∣ return(E)
A run-time expression e is well formed w.r.t. a stack ι = ι1ι2 · · · ιn (n≥ 0), written wf(ι ,e), if e is of the
form
E1[return(E2[return(· · ·En[return(e)] · · ·)])]
where E1, . . . , En, e do not contain occurrences of return.
Typing rules for runtime expressions are shown in Figure 16; these rules are of the shape Θ `ψ ι , e : T.
In Figure 16 we also present the notion of well-formed lazy heap and of well-formed state. The notion of
well-formed lazy heap ensures that the environment Θ maps all the addresses in the lazy heap into the type
of the corresponding object and that for every object stored in the lazy heap, the fields of the object contain
appropriate values.
The next lemma states that the olookup function returns an object of the expected type and a new lazy
heap that is well typed if so is the original lazy heap. In fact, the statement of the lemma involves a number
of auxiliary functions of Figure 14 as these functions are mutually recursive and therefore it is necessary to
prove their correctness collectively. Well-foundedness of these functions (and of the proof of the lemma) is
guaranteed by the fact that a lazy heap consists of a finite number of reconfigurations.
Lemma 1 Let (*)Θ ψ L and suppose ` R ok for all clauses R occurring inL . Then:
1. if olookup(ι ,L ) = o,L ′, then there existsΘ ′ cΘ such thatΘ ′ ψ L ′ andL ′(ι) = o;
2. if oreconf(ι ,R,L ) = o,H ,L ′, then there exist Σ and Θ ′ c Θ such that {ι : R(clookup(ι ,Θ))},Σ :
R(Θ ′) ψ {ι 7→ o},H : R(L ′) where R= ψ ′⇒ ψ{· · ·};
3. if ψ;clookup(ι ,Θ) ` Ay= p ok and preeval(p[ι/this],L ) = v,L ′, then there existsΘ ′ cΘ such that
Θ ′ `ψ v : D and D<:ψ A;
4. if ψ;clookup(ι ,Θ) ` p : D and preeval(p[ι/this],L ) = v,L ′, then there existsΘ ′ cΘ such thatΘ ′ ψ
L ′ andΘ ′ `ψ v : D′ and D′ <:ψ D.
Proof We prove all items simultaneously, and we proceed by induction on the depth of L , where the depth
of a lazy heap is the number of reconfigurations that occur in it (an heapH has depth 0):
1. In the base case it must be L =H for some H and o =H (ι). We conclude immediately by taking
Θ ′ =H .
In the inductive case we haveL =H : R(L1)where R=ψ ′⇒ψ{· · ·} and we distinguish two subcases.
If ι ∈ dom(H ), then o=H (ι) and we conclude immediately by takingΘ ′ =Θ . Suppose ι 6∈ dom(H ).
Then (O1) olookup(ι ,L1) = _,L ′1 and (O2) oreconf(ι ,R,L
′
1) = o,H
′,L ′′1 andL
′ =H ∪{ι 7→ o}∪
H ′ : R(L ′′1 ). From (*) we deduce Θ = Σ : R(Θ1) for some Σ and Θ1 such that Θ1 ψ ′ L1. From (O1)
and the induction hypothesis we deduce that there exist Θ ′1 cΘ1 such that Θ ′1 ψ ′ L ′1 . From (O2) and
item (2) we deduce that there exist Σ ′ andΘ ′′1 cΘ ′1 such that {ι : R(clookup(ι ,Θ))},Σ ′ : R(Θ ′′1 )ψ {ι 7→
o},H : R(L ′′1 ). We conclude by takingΘ ′ = Σ ∪{ι : clookup(ι ,Θ))}∪Σ ′ : R(Θ ′′1 ).
2. Follows from item (3) and Lemma 3.
3. From (T-PREASSIGN) we deduce ψ;clookup(ι ,Θ) ` p : A′ and A′ <:ψ A. By item (4) we deduce that there
existsΘ ′ cΘ such thatΘ ′ `ψ v : D with D<:ψ A′. We conclude by transitivity of <:ψ .
4. We proceed by induction on the structure of p and by cases on the rule for preeval applied:
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Runtime expression typing:
(RT-VAR)
Θ `ψ ι : clookup(ι ,Θ)
(RT-NEW)
C ∈ dom(CTψ )
Θ `ψ new C() : C
(RT-NULL)
T ∈ {⊥}∪{Object}∪dom(CTψ )
Θ `ψ null : T
(RT-FIELD)
Θ `ψ e : C A f ∈ fieldsψ (C)
Θ `ψ e.f : A
(RT-INVK)
Θ `ψ e : C methψ (m,C) = B m(A¯_)_ Θ `ψ e : T T<:ψ A¯
Θ `ψ e.m(e) : B
(RT-ASSIGN)
Θ `ψ e0.f : C Θ `ψ e1 : T T<:ψ C
Θ `ψ e0.f= e1 : C
(RT-RETURN)
Θ `ψ e : C
Θ `ψ return(e) : C
Well-formed lazy heap:
(WF-HEAP)
dom(H ) = dom(Σ) (H (ι) = 〈C,f1 = v1, . . . ,fn = vn〉 implies
Σ(ι) = C fieldsψ (C) = C1 f1, . . . ,Cn fn Σ `ψ vi : Ti (i∈1..n) Ti <:ψ Ci (i∈1..n)) (ι∈dom(H ))
Σ ψ H
(WF-LAZYHEAP)
dom(H ) = dom(Σ)
R= ψ ′⇒ ψ {_} Θ ψ ′ L (H (ι) = 〈C,f1 = v1, . . . ,fn = vn〉 implies
Σ(ι) = C fieldsψ (C) = C1 f1, . . . ,Cn fn Σ :R(Θ) `ψ vi : Ti (i∈1..n) Ti <:ψ Ci (i∈1..n)) (ι∈dom(H ))
Σ :R(Θ) ψ H :R(L )
Well-formed state:
(WF-CONF)
ι ⊆ head-dom(Θ) wf(ι ,e) Θ ψ L Θ `ψ e : T
Θ `ψ L , ι ,e : T
Fig. 16 Typing rules for runtime expressions, lazy heaps and states for IMPERATIVE FEATHERWEIGHT DY-
NAMIC DELTA JAVA (IFD∆J).
– (p= this) Then v= ι and we conclude by takingΘ ′ =Θ and D= D′ = clookup(ι ,Θ).
– (p= p′.f and preeval(p′[ι/this],L ) = null,L ′). Then v= null. By induction hypothesis there
existsΘ ′ cΘ such thatΘ ′ ψ L ′. We conclude by taking D′ = D.
– (p= p′.f and preeval(p′[ι/this],L ) = ι ′,L ′′ and olookup(ι ′,L ′′) = 〈C′,f= u〉,L ′). From rule
(T-PREEXPFIELD) we deduce ψ;clookup(ι ,Θ) ` p′ : D0 and Df ∈ fieldsψ (D0). By induction hypoth-
esis (on p′) there exists Θ ′′ cΘ such that Θ ′′ ` ι ′ : D′0 and D′0 <:ψ D0, therefore Df ∈ fieldsψ (D′0).
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By induction hypothesis (on the depth of Θ ′′) there exists Θ ′ cΘ ′′ such that Θ ′ ψ L ′. From (*)
and (WF-HEAP) we concludeΘ ′ `ψ v : D′ for some D′ <:ψ D.
The next two lemmas prove fundamental properties about the post-reconfiguration clauses. As the code
in these clauses can only create objects in the current feature configuration, the lazy heap is unaffected by
their execution except for the topmost level.
Lemma 2 Let R= ψ ⇒ ψ ′{· · ·} and:
1. Σ1 ` vi : Ci and Ci <:ψ Ai for every i ∈ 1..|v|;
2. Σ2 ` ui : Di and Di <:ψ ′ Bi for every i ∈ 1..|u|;
3. R;y : A;z : B ` Bz= q ok;
4. posteval(ψ ′,q[v/y][u/z]) = u,H .
Then there exists Σ such that:
– R(Σ1),Σ2,Σ `ψ ′ H ;
– R(Σ1),Σ2,Σ ` u : D and D<:ψ ′ B.
Proof By cases on the shape of q.
– (q= null) We conclude by taking Σ = • and D= B.
– (q= yi) By hypothesis we have Σ1 ` vi : Ci and Ci <:ψ Ai. From (T-POSTASSIGNVAR) we deduce R(Σ1) `
vi : R(Ci) and R(Ci)<:ψ ′ B. We conclude by taking Σ = • and D= R(Ci).
– (q= new C(z1, . . . ,zn)) Then u= ι andH = {ι 7→ 〈C,f1 = z1[u/z], . . . ,fn = zn[u/z]〉}. Let Σ = {ι : C}
and D = C and D1 f1, . . . ,Dn fn = fieldsψ ′ (C). From rule (T-POSTASSIGNNEW) we have D = C <:ψ ′ B.
Also, from the same rule we deduce that for every i ∈ 1..n we have zi : Bi ∈ z : B and Bi <:ψ ′ Di. Now
zi[u/z] = u j for some j ∈ 1..|u|. By hypothesis we have Σ2 ` u j : D j and D j <:ψ ′ B j . We conclude
R(Σ1),Σ2,Σ `ψ ′ H by transitivity of <:ψ .
Lemma 3 Let R= ψ ⇒ ψ ′{· · ·} and:
1. Σ1 ` vi : Ci and Ci <:ψ Ai for every i ∈ 1..|v|;
2. Σ2 ` ui : Di and Di <:ψ ′ Bi for every i ∈ 1..|u|;
3. R;y : A;z : B ` B′ z′ = q ok;
4. postassign(ψ ′,B′ z′ = q[v/y][u/z]) = u′,H ;
Then there exists Σ such that:
– R(Σ1),Σ2,Σ `ψ ′ H ;
– R(Σ1),Σ2,Σ ` u′i : D′i and D′i <:ψ ′ B′i for every i ∈ 1..|u′|.
Proof By induction on |u′|. If |u′|= 0, thenH = /0 and we conclude immediately by taking Σ = •. Suppose
|u′|> 0. Then B′ z′ = q= B′ z′ = qB′′ z′′ = q′ and u′ = u′u′′ where
– posteval(ψ ′,q′[v/y][u/z]) = u′,H
– postassign(ψ ′,B′′ z′′ = q′[v/y][uu′/zz′]) = u′′,H ′
From Lemma 2 we deduce that there exists Σ ′ such that R(Σ1),Σ2,Σ ′ `ψ ′ H and R(Σ1),Σ2,Σ ′ ` u′ : D′
and D′ <:ψ ′ B′.
By induction hypothesis we deduce that there exists Σ ′′ such that R(Σ1),Σ2,Σ ′′ `ψ ′ H ′ and for every
i ∈ 1..|u′′| we have R(Σ1),Σ2,Σ ′′ ` u′′i : D′i and D′i <:ψ ′ B′i.
We conclude by taking Σ = Σ ′,Σ ′′.
We are now ready to formally state the subject reduction theorem, whose proof relies upon the auxiliary
lemmas just presented.
Theorem 2 (Subject reduction) LetΘ `ψ L , ι ,e : T and methψ (main,Main) = C0 main(){_}. Then:
1. if ψ,L , ι ,e−→ ψ,L ′, ι ′,e′, then there existΘ ′ cΘ and T′ <:ψ T such thatΘ ′ `ψ L ′, ι ′,e′ : T′.
2. if ψ,L , ι ,e=⇒ ψ ′, /0 : R(L ), ι ,e, then there exists T′ <:ψ ′ C0 such that • : R(Θ) `ψ ′ ( /0 : R(L )), ι ,e : T′.
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Proof The proof of item (1) is almost standard, the only notable exception being the fact that heap is accessed
through the auxiliary function olookup(_,_) which may trigger object reconfiguration. Lemma 1 guarantees
that the object returned by olookup(_,_) has the right type and that the new heap is still well formed in
the current configuration. Item (2) is obvious, since the new heap environment is updated according to the
structure of the new heap and the Enabled predicate guarantees that the runtime expression e is still well
typed in the new configuration.
The progress theorem and its proof are standard.
Theorem 3 (Progress) LetΘ `ψ L , ι ,e : T and ψ,L , ι ,e X−→. Then:
1. either e is a value, or
2. for some evaluation context E we can express e as
(a) E[null.f] for some f, or
(b) E[null.f= v] for some f and v, or
(c) E[null.m(v)] for some m and v.
We conclude with type soundness, which is a straightforward corollary of subject reduction and progress.
PROOF OF THEOREM 1 (TYPE SOUNDNESS). Immediate by Theorems 2 and 3.
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